
“F” CONNECTORS

For the perfect hex crimp every time. The PRO-Crimp
“F” connectors have a machined hex crimp barrel sur-
face that will provide a professional looking crimp
every time used. Use of the Philmore No. WS29 crimp
tool is recommended, but any hex crimp tool with a
diameter of 0.358” will accomplish the task. These
PRO-Crimp “F’ connectors have
the added bonus of an internal
“O” ring to keep out the effects of
harsh environment without the
need of the messy gel found in
other weather proof connectors.
The PRO-Crimp “F” connectors
feature a wider hex ring for a
smoother look and ease of con-
nection, to the point of being able
to use a hex wrench for tighten-
ing. The PRO-Crimp “F” connectors are available with nickel or gold plate
finishes and in sizes for RG59/U, RG6/U and RG6/U quad shield cables.

These connectors are available in bulk, just add the letter “B” to the
end of the part number.

Note: We recommend using the Philmore No. WS29 crimp tool for
these connectors. This crimp tool will also crimp RG11/U (0.476” hex)
and RG59/U - RG6/U (0.358” hex).

The PRO-Crimp “F”
Environment Rubber Seal
This 3/8” wide rubber seal will protect the
PRO-Crimp “F” connectors from harsh envi-
ronment when placed over the screw-on
connection point of the “F” connector and
jack. Just slip over the jack and connect the
cable plug in the normal manner. The seal
will then cover the connection point, insulat-
ing from outside environments.

PRO-CRIMP “F” CONNECTORS

Part
Number
No. FC759 
No. FCG759
No. FC756
No. FCG756 
No. FC766 
No. FCG766

No. FC700 - 4 Pcs./Pkg

Qty. / Pkg.

4
4
4
4
4
4

Plating/Finish

Nickel
Gold

Nickel
Gold

Nickel
Gold

Wire Size/Type

RG59/U
RG59/U
RG6/U
RG6/U

RG6/U Quad Shield
RG6/U Quad Shield

.476”
12.08mm

.358”
9.10mm

Makes a perfect hex in “F” type and BNC connec-
tors. Works for all Philmore PRO-Crimp “F” con-
nectors, RG6/U Quad Shield, and RG11/U.

No. WS29 - Crimps RG59/U, 
RG6/U and RG11/U

Tension 
Adjustment

PROFESSIONAL HEX CRIMPING TOOL
with 

TENSION ADJUSTMENT
for large O.D. Cable

COMPRESSION CONNECTOR TOOL

This tool is especially designed for installation of  “F” style com-
pression connectors. It works with the Philmore FC306, FC346, &
FC359 as well as the LRC, Augat, T&B, Paladin, AIM and other
compatible connectors. 

No. 63-508 

44

ADJUSTABLE PROFESSIONAL
COMPRESSION 
CONNECTOR TOOL

No. 63-510 Professional Compression Tool for “F” & BNC
No. 63-512 Professional Compression Tool for “F”, BNC, & RCA

Features
Heavy-duty Steel Construction
Hand adjustment for different 

length connectors
Works with: Augat, T&B Snap-N-Sealtm, Paladin 

SealTite, and AIM CATV F 
weatherproof connectors

T-TOOL
Easy assembly of screw-on or regular “F”connectors. Great
finger saver for assembly of twist-on or regular crimp-on “F”
connectors. Just assemble “F” connector by threading on to
T-TOOL, then assemble connector.

No. WS70


